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Edited by Leopoldina Fortunati, Julian Gebhardt and Vincent Jane. Vol. 5
ISBN 978-3-631-60419-9   
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The role generations play in accepting and shaping digital technologies, and possibly vice versa, is 
an increasingly relevant issue in contemporary society. For the first time in the academic debate, 
this volume outlines the theoretical issues and explores some results from empirical researches on 
the relationship between generations and the media in digital society. The first part of the book 
deals with the theoretical debate on generations, from Mannheim’s to the revisiting of some classi-
cal notions shaped by disciplines as history, demography, marketing and sociology. The second  
part gathers a selection of researches at international level, with particular attention to the Euro-
pean con text. Though each research used specific methodologies, the main approaches focused 
on media domestication by young and old generations, and on the comparative analyses of 
different gene rations in adopting media.

Content: Broadband · Generations · Generations theory · ICT · Domestication · Social networks · 
New media · Digital natives · Digital immigrants · Media consumption · Fansubbing · Technology 
design · Elderly · Youth · Internet uses · Business social networks · Generation gap · Households · 
Computers · Europe · Digital divide · Ageing

This book will be available in winter 2010.
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